
The world is now changing! Are you going to define these changes as your democratic 
organization's assets are owned equally by all its members?

Download the manual for peer owners: http://is-with.wikidot.com/   
News: Now building the authentic brand of a new location, by different groups of 

activists, students and artists, which are to be organized as "peer owners”, for 
having their means of transmission of their activities from one huge and well 

equipped room in one building and area which is to be developed by them in the 
years to come! More on http://fwd4.me/08Ev  join on http://fwd4.me/01lz   

In 6 points - Peer owners holding a  “ComCom”(- standing for Common Company):
1. Based on a contract, any ComComized unit, being one of the 3: Scomcomized, 
Icomcomized or Dcomcomized, guarantees equality between its peer members being its 
owners, sitting at its top and owning equal share of it - like shareholders having equal 
number of its shares. 
2. Added together, all the peers own one portion of the unit, as the rest of the unit (if any) 
is owned by ordinary (non-peer) owners and the ratio of the peers' portion is 'd' (as 'd' 
times 100 is the percentage), where 'd' of Scomcomized unit is only once defined. 
3. Each peer owner is either a person or a ComComized unit, where each ordinary owner 
of Scomcom is either a person or a legal body. 
4. Directly or indirectly, holding more than one position in it is forbidden. 
5. The number of peers holding it must be agreed independently amongst themselves. 
6. Buyers of its shares must agree with all the points establishing ComComized unit.
The full guidance for the agreements used for comcomizing units: http://fwd4.me/01kT 
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